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Poof!
At this moment, Guo Wei only felt a thunder in his mind, his legs were weak, and he fell
directly to the ground.
I thought that the sloppy man in front of me was a wretched human trafficker, but I never
thought that he was actually Yue Feng.
The people around were also dumbfounded.
Yue Feng? He is really Yue Feng!
Especially the proprietress, slumped on the ground, staring blankly at Yue Feng, her
brain buzzing.
It’s over…. The dignified Yue Feng was slandered by me, what should I do?
This….
Seeing the reactions of the people around, Liu Ruxue was also stunned there, unable to
calm down for a long time. Looking at Yue Feng’s eyes, it is also full of incredible.
She clearly saw that these people present were trembling in front of Yue Feng, and their
expressions were extremely respectful.
Isn’t this Yue Feng a womanizer…. In the Kyushu mainland, he has such a high
status…
“Brother Feng!”
Finally, Guo Wei calmed down, wiped the cold sweat from his forehead, and directed at
Yue Feng said cautiously: “I have eyes but don’t know Mount Tai, and I offended you.
It’s all my fault…”
After that, Guo Wei shouted at the proprietress, “Can’t you see that this is Brother
Feng? He actually said he was Human traffickers, are you stupid by selling clothes?”
Yue Feng put himself out of life and death several times for the safety of Kyushu, and
he defended Donghai City many times, which can be said to be the protector of the
entire Kyushu. caught.
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If the leaders know this, this police uniform will not need to be worn.

Hearing the rebuke, the proprietress turned pale and kept apologizing to Yue Feng:
“Brother Feng, I’m sorry, I’m sorry…”
Although Yue Feng doesn’t often stay in Donghai City, this is Yue Feng’s hometown
after all, and Tianmen was also there in those days. It was created here, and Yue Feng
defended Donghai City several times. It can be said that Yue Feng has an unshakable
position in Donghai City.
More importantly, Yue Feng is still his idol.
For a time, the proprietress was ashamed and frightened, and wanted to find a hole to
crawl in.
Wow…
At this time, everyone around also reacted, and they all blamed the proprietress.
“There is no basis and no evidence, how can you slander people casually?”
“It’s a shame that you are still opening a shop here, and you don’t even know Brother
Feng…”
Everyone looked indignant, blaming the proprietress, and seemed to have forgotten.
When the proprietress slandered Yue Feng before, they all followed suit.
Faced with this situation, the proprietress trembled, and her face instantly lost all color.
Oops…
If Tianmen investigates this matter, I’m afraid it’s a trivial matter for my husband to be
suspended from work, and my own shop will not be able to open, and I may even be
imprisoned.
“Okay, okay…”
Seeing everyone’s accusations, Yue Feng waved his hand and said with a smile: “It’s
not a big deal, it’s just a matter of clarifying things, don’t embarrass them.
” , Yue Feng looked at the proprietress: “What you did just now is right, people, you
must have a sense of justice, find suspicious things, and have the courage to face them,
you have done a good job.”
Ah?
Hearing this, the proprietress was stunned, both happy and moved.

Seeing this situation, Wei Changhai was still angry and said to Yue Feng, “Brother
Feng, these two almost ruined your reputation, so you just let her go?”
When he spoke, Wei Changhai couldn’t bear it. Staring at the proprietress, Brother
Feng suffered such slander as soon as he came back from outside. This kind of
behavior is simply provoking the entire Tianmen.
Huh …
Seeing what Wei Changhai said, whether it was Guo Wei or the people present, all of a
sudden quieted down and didn’t dare to let out the air.
The proprietress was trembling all over and was nervous.
Yue Feng frowned, looked at Wei Changhai and said, “This is just a misunderstanding,
there is no need to hold on to it. At the beginning of Tianmen’s establishment, it was to
protect our homeland and maintain order in the rivers and lakes. Taking revenge on
people, then what is the difference between us and bandits?”
Yue Feng said with a solemn tone: “Remember, no matter what happens in the future,
you can’t embarrass the people, understand?” The
voice was not loud, but there was no doubt. .
Uh….
Facing Yue Feng’s lesson, Wei Changhai was ashamed, bowed his head and said,
“What Brother Feng taught is that your subordinates are reckless.”
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Seeing that he admitted his mistake in time, Yue Feng nodded.
The next second, Yue Feng said to Guo Wei and the proprietress: “Okay, it’s all right,
you should go and get busy.”
It’s not easy for these two couples, and they are so supportive of Tianmen, they can’t
chill their hearts. .
“Thank you, Brother Feng.”
Seeing this, Guo Wei and the proprietress both smiled and thanked Yue Feng.
Papa…

At the same time, everyone around looked at Yue Feng with admiration, and then
couldn’t help applauding.
Yue Feng smiled at everyone, and dragged Liu Ruxue out of Haiwang Street.
Wei Changhai led a few subordinates and quickly followed.
“Wei Dahai!”
When approaching the beach, Yue Feng stopped, turned to Wei Dahai and instructed:
“Wait, go back to Haitang Garden and tell Brother Wen, I’m going to visit Senior
Shennong.”
“Yes.” Wei Dahai did not dare to neglect, and hurriedly responded.
Seeing Liu Ruxue beside Yue Feng, Wei Dahai was full of doubts. Such a little girl with
pink and jade carvings has never been seen before. Could it be Brother Feng’s
daughter?
Thinking to himself, Wei Dahai didn’t dare to ask any more questions, and at Yue
Feng’s urging, he quickly returned to Haitang Garden with his subordinates.
“Hey!”
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Liu Ruxue couldn’t help but ask Yue Feng as soon as she left, “Aren’t we going back?”
Yue Feng didn’t answer directly, but looked at her with a half-smiling smile: “You’re too
embarrassed to talk to her. I’m talking? I asked you to explain just now, why didn’t you
open your mouth? You deliberately stuck your tongue out at me?”
Thinking of the scene just now, Yue Feng felt a little depressed.
Feeling Yue Feng’s dissatisfaction, Liu Ruxue did not panic at all, but rolled her eyes
and said angrily, “Who told you to bully me before?”
“Besides, they misunderstood you, not me, I Why do you want to talk to you?”
After saying the last sentence, Liu Ruxue’s little face turned away, and she was so cute
that she couldn’t tell.
Uh….
Facing her attitude, Yue Feng was both angry and funny.

It turned out that I had been angry with me in my heart, and sure enough, when a
woman took revenge, no reason could make sense.
At this time, Liu Ruxue couldn’t help but ask again: “You haven’t answered me yet, why
don’t we go back to Haitang Garden, and who is the Shennong you just said?”
At this time, Liu Ruxue’s eyes were full of Confuse.
Seriously, if someone asked that, Yue Feng would definitely laugh at him as a fool. You
must know that Shennong is the famous ancestor of medicine in the Kyushu continent,
and no one knows it.
But Liu Ruxue is not from Kyushu, so it is normal not to know.
Yue Feng thought for a while and explained patiently; “Shen Nong is a senior in
medicine, I have no clue about your current situation, and I don’t know how to change
you back to the way you were before. I can only take you to see Senior Shen Nong.
Huh.” Hearing this, Liu
Ruxue
nodded, and then urged, “If that’s the case, then let’s go.”
Yue Feng responded, then bent down, and was about to hug Liu Ruxue. .
Liu Ruxue was startled, and quickly took two steps back: “What do you want to do?”
Before, he had to hold him because he had no clothes on.
Now that the clothes have been bought, she can no longer take advantage of her.
Shit….
Feeling Liu Ruxue’s resistance, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, not knowing
whether to laugh or cry: “I’ll take you to look for Senior Shennong, the place where
Senior Shennong lives is hundreds of years away, we just have to walk. Oh, when are
we going to get there?”
Hearing this, Liu Ruxue bit her lip lightly, although she was reluctant, she finally obeyed
Yue Feng’s arrangement.
Seeing that Liu Ruxue no longer resisted, Yue Feng picked her up, and then urged her
figure to fly in the direction of Shennong’s seclusion.
Huhu……

In mid-air, Liu Ruxue heard the wind whistling in her ears. She couldn’t calm down for a
long time, and her body was also tense.
Is this fate?
Before in Ziwei Continent, Yue Feng took away his innocence and wanted to kill him,
but now, let him hold him again…
Thinking in a mess, Liu Ruxue couldn’t help but said: “Hey, wait for me to change back.
You are not allowed to tell others about this.”
“Who are you telling? Could it be that you are in Kyushu and have other relatives
besides me?”
“Bah, who are your relatives?”
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“Oh, you called me a good husband before, but you still don’t admit it?”
“You… shameless…”
The bickering voices of the two kept ringing in the air.
Finally, after several hours of flying, Yue Feng brought Liu Ruxue and landed in the
valley where Shennong lived in seclusion.
This is an unnamed valley, located dozens of miles southeast of Zhongzhou City,
surrounded by mountains on three sides and a lake to the south.
call!
Arriving at the gate of the yard, Yue Feng looked around at the surrounding scenery and
couldn’t help nodding in admiration. This place is really good. When everything settles
down, I will bring Yuruo and smoke them to find a similar place and enjoy life. .
At the same time, Liu Ruxue was also fascinated by the beauty in front of her. “What a
beautiful place.” In the next second, Liu Ruxue
looked at the sparkling lake in front of her and said softly, “If I can live in such a place in
the future, that would be great.”
After so many things, Liu Ruxue was exhausted.
Hehe…

Hearing this, Yue Feng smiled and said: “If you like it, let’s find a place like this and
build a manor. Then have a pair of children…”
Before he finished speaking, Liu Ruxue interrupted with a blushing face: “Shut up, who
cares about your stinky manor.” He said that, but the same throbbing rose in his heart.
Since Ren Ping died, Liu Ruxue had no support in her heart, especially in an unfamiliar
place like the Kyushu Continent, she felt like duckweed.
Under such circumstances, Liu Ruxue longed for a home. And although she hated Yue
Feng, but after this period of relief, she could also feel that Yue Feng, although cynical
on the surface, was very principled and acted in an upright manner.
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Marrying him…seems like a good choice too.
Swish!
At this moment, thinking of this, Liu Ruxue’s pink and tender face suddenly turned red.
Oops, what are you thinking about?
Ok?
At this moment, Yue Feng noticed the change in Liu Ruxue’s expression, frowning for a
while, and blushing for a while, and immediately became a little curious: “What do you
think?”
Liu Ruxue opened her mouth, ready to answer, but just at this moment In an instant,
there was a scolding from the yard.
“Who is running around here?” As
soon as the voice fell, a powerful breath burst out from the yard, and then, a figure
rushed outside the gate.
His facial features are handsome and stylish, but he is wearing a large white robe,
which gives the impression of being lazy, but his whole body is filled with a powerful
aura.
It was Zhu Bajie.
When Tianmen and Hailong Hall were at war, Zhu Bajie and Shennong got the news
and rushed to support one after another. After things subsided, Zhu Bajie followed
Shennong here and stayed there for half a month, and they couldn’t drive them away.

Haha…
Seeing it was Zhu Bajie, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing, and quickly walked up to
meet him: “Brother Zhu, why are you here?”
Long time no see, Zhu Bajie is still so handsome.
“Haha…” Zhu Bajie was also indescribably happy, and patted Yue Feng on the
shoulder: “What’s so strange about me here, Shennong and I have known each other
for a long time, something has happened recently, and I want to let it go. Help
Shennong.”
While speaking, Zhu Bajie blinked at Yue Feng mysteriously.
It turned out that Zhu Bajie had seen enough of his own face, so he asked Shennong to
help him change his appearance. Shennong felt that he was fooling around, so he didn’t
agree, and Zhu Bajie kept relying on it.
I go!
At this time, when Yue Feng learned about the situation, he was dumbfounded.
Others think that they are not handsome enough, this Zhu Bajie is good, but they think
that he is too handsome, but this also echoes his personality, doing whatever he wants
without any taboos.
“Oh? Where did such a beautiful little girl come from?”
While chatting, Zhu Bajie saw Liu Ruxue, his eyes lit up, and he was astonished.
Although Liu Ruxue was only three or four years old at this time, but Zhu Bajie had seen
countless women, and at a glance, she could see that the girl in front of her had grown
tremendously, and she was absolutely stunning.
With emotion, Zhu Bajie turned to look at Yue Feng and asked, “Okay, brother, when
did you give birth to another daughter?” Zhu Bajie had met Yue Feng’s first daughter,
Han Bing, at this time. He thought that Liu Ruxue in front of him was another daughter
of Yue Feng.
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Swish!
Seeing Zhu Bajie’s open mouth, Liu Ruxue’s face flushed instantly, and she said
angrily, “Hey, don’t talk nonsense, I’m not his daughter.”

When she spoke, Liu Ruxue was very angry.
The man in front of him looked very handsome, but like Yue Feng, he was not serious at
all.
It’s really like gathering people in groups.
Not a daughter?
Hearing this, Zhu Bajie was stunned for a moment, and then looked at Liu Ruxue with a
smile: “Little girl, do you have a master? Why don’t you let me be your master, and tell
you, I have great skills.
” The girl in front of her is still young, but it is also a good choice to be an apprentice.
This person is so shameless…
At this moment, Liu Ruxue frowned, indescribably disgusted.
This person is so unreasonable, Yue Feng is still friends with him, it seems that the
evaluation of Yue Feng was a bit high before.
Holy crap….
Seeing this situation, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and laughing, and quickly said to
Zhu Bajie: “Brother Zhu, she is my woman, don’t make such a joke.”
Yue Feng knows Zhu Bajie too well. Now, with a romantic nature, Liu Ruxue really
wanted to worship him as a teacher, but even fell into the wolf’s den.
What?
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Hearing this, Zhu Bajie was stunned, only to react after a few seconds, and gave Yue
Feng a thumbs up: “I’ll go, Brother Yue Feng, you can, you actually got a child bride. It’s
amazing.. .. Big brother, I can be regarded as reading countless women, and I am
willing to bow down.”
Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and crying.
Nima, what was this Zhu Bajie thinking about?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng quickly explained: “Brother Zhu, you have
misunderstood. This is not a child bride. She should not take the medicine pill to
become a child.”

After that, Yue Feng simply explained what happened. .
Is there such a thing?
Knowing the situation, Zhu Bajie’s eyes widened, filled with incredible writing, and then
looked up and down at Liu Ruxue, muttering secretly, she was so beautiful when she
was a child, wouldn’t she be more charming when she was a child?
At this moment, Yue Feng shouted at Liu Ruxue: “Wife, let me introduce to you, this is
Zhu Bajie, brother Zhu. I met in Beiying mainland.” As
he said, Yue Feng directed at Liu Ruxue winked secretly and asked her to greet Zhu
Bajie.
Swish!
Just this moment, Liu Ruxue blushed and said angrily: “Yue Feng, you bastard, you
want to take advantage of me again.”
Yue Feng couldn’t laugh or cry, and quickly lowered his voice: “Why do you keep
thinking about me? So bad? You also noticed that my friend is very lecherous. If he
knew that it was okay with us, he would definitely miss you in his heart, and what will
happen next, I can’t guarantee it.”
Hearing this, Liu Ruxue bit her tightly. lips, secretly exhaled.
Yes, this person is so strong, if he is plotting badly, he really can’t resist.
Thinking of this, Liu Ruxue just had to endure her dissatisfaction, walked over and
shouted at Zhu Bajie, “Hello, brother Zhu. My younger brother and sister are polite.”
“Okay, okay.”
Zhu Bajie smiled and nodded, his eyes But he looked at Yue Feng, unable to hide his
envy.
This Yue Feng brother, the peach blossom luck is too prosperous, the women around
him, just pull out one, are all national colors and heavenly fragrances, and they are
simply envious of others.
“Zhu Bajie!” At this moment, Shennong’s displeased voice came from
the yard: “How long have you been with me? What are you arguing at the door now?”
Holding some herbs in it, he looked tired and showed a bit of impatience.

After rescuing Sun Dasheng yesterday, Shennong returned to his secluded courtyard
and began to study the composition of poisonous blood, and he has not rested until
now.
Uh…
Feeling Shennong’s dissatisfaction, Zhu Bajie scratched his head and muttered: “They
are all old friends, why do you keep driving me away?”
At this time, Yue Feng took Liu Ruxue to meet him, He smiled and said, “Senior
Shennong.”
“Yue Feng?”
Seeing Yue Feng, Shennong was very surprised: “Why are you here?” As he asked, he
looked at Liu Ruxue.
Yue Feng smiled bitterly: “I have something, I want to ask the seniors to help.” After
speaking, he explained in detail the matter of Liu Ruxue taking the medicine pill to
reduce her size.
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What?
Hearing about the situation, Shennong’s face changed, and he looked closely at Liu
Ruxue, as if he had discovered a new world: “That medicinal pill made from poisonous
blood can actually make people rejuvenate?”
When he said this, Shennong’s voice trembled. .
Yue Feng nodded.
Haha….
At this time, Shennong reacted and couldn’t help laughing: “It seems that this poisonous
blood is still a baby, haha…” As the ancestor of medicine, Shennong was crazy about
medical research. , I have been researching poisonous blood since I came back
yesterday, but there was no progress at all, and I was feeling restless. At this time, I
was overjoyed to learn about this from Yue Feng’s mouth.
If this poisonous blood is well studied, it can solve the problem of ordinary people’s
physical exhaustion, absolutely precious.
“Senior!”

Seeing Shennong’s happiness, Yue Feng said with a smile: “Senior’s medical skills are
the best in the world. I brought her here just to see if Senior can make her return to the
way she was before.”
The moment the voice fell, Liu Ruxue also looked at Shennong closely, with anticipation
in her eyes.
Shennong waved his hand, smiled and said: “Don’t put on a high hat for me, you have
brought people, can I not agree?”
After saying that, Shennong looked at Liu Ruxue: “Let her go back to the way she was
before. It shouldn’t be difficult, but I need some time, so let’s keep her.”
Well!
Yue Feng nodded and said to Liu Ruxue, “Since the senior has spoken, you can stay
here. I’ll pick you up when you are well.”
“Be good.”
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After saying the last sentence, Yue Feng quickly bent He lowered his waist and kissed
Liu Ruxue’s face.
Wave!
The kiss sounded, Liu Ruxue was very angry, but there was nothing she could do. After
all, in front of Zhu Bajie just now, she had already admitted that she was Yue Feng’s
woman.
Afterwards, Yue Feng chatted with Shennong for a few more words, then left and
hurried back to Donghai City.
…
At this moment, Haitang Garden.
In the hall, Wen Chou Chou and Su Qingyan sat on the chairs, each with a complicated
expression.
In front of them, Wei Changhai stood there respectfully. Just now, Wei Changhai told
Wen Chou Chou what Yue Feng wanted to pass on.
“Wei Dahai!”

At this time, Wen Chou Chou looked puzzled: “You said just now that Feng Zi left
Donghai City with a little girl to visit Senior Shennong? Who is that little girl?
” He also looked closely at Wei Changhai, waiting for his answer.
This…
Wei Changhai scratched his head: “My subordinates don’t know either. At that time, my
subordinates had just been taught by Brother Feng, so I didn’t dare to ask more.”
Hearing this, Wen Chou Chou was disappointed and waved his hand: ” Okay, go get
busy.” Strange, why is there a little girl all of a sudden?
Wei Changhai responded and exited the hall.
As soon as his forefoot left, Wen Chou Chou turned his head to look at Su Qingyan:
“Brother and sister, who do you think that little girl is?”
Su Qingyan Xiumei frowned and shook her head: “I don’t know either.” When saying
this, Su Qingyan’s expression was calm, but she was a little anxious in her heart.
This Yue Feng, can’t you explain it well before leaving?
“Master Wendian…”
At this moment, a female disciple walked in in a panic: “No, that girl Liu is gone.”
What?
Hearing this, Wen Chou Chou and Su Qingyan were both taken aback and stood up
together.
Liu Ruxue is from the Ziwei Continent. She has no relatives and no reason here. What
should she do if she encounters an accident?
boom!
While in a hurry, suddenly there was a huge earthquake outside.
Wen Chou Chou’s face changed, and he hurried out.
Su Qingyan couldn’t keep up.
Mad!

When he got outside, Wen Chou Chou saw the scene in front of him, his expression
changed suddenly, and he cursed.
I saw that at the gate of Haitang Garden, several Tianmen disciples fell to the ground
and wailed.
In mid-air, a figure was suspended there.
This person is short in stature, with blue skin all over his body, and with thirsty eyebrows
and rattling eyes.
It is Xiang Liu.
Two days ago, after Xiang Liu was beaten away by Wen Chou Chou and Su Qingyan,
he was very dissatisfied, so he found a hidden place to practice and heal. After
recovering today, he directly killed Haitang Garden.
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“I didn’t expect that I would take the initiative to come to the door.”
At this time, seeing the appearance of Wen Chou Chou, Xiang Liu, who was suspended
in mid-air, had a grin on his face, and his whole body was filled with strong killing intent:
“Come up quickly. Lead to death.”
In Xiang Liu’s heart, he wasn’t even afraid of opening the Heavenly Axe, and he
wouldn’t even take everyone present in the eye.
call!
Feeling the power pervading Xiang Liu’s body, Wen Chou Chou secretly frowned, and
he was also shocked.
He completely recovered in just two days. This Xiang Liu’s strength is stronger than he
imagined.
Shocked in his heart, Wen Chou Chou’s face was filled with incomparable anger, and
he said coldly to Xiang Liu: “Beast, I was looking for you, but you took the initiative to
come to your door to die.”
Thinking that Sun Dasheng almost died from the snake’s venom, Wen Chou Chou’s
anger rose.
Ha ha!
Hearing this, Xiang Liu chuckled lightly, his eyes full of contempt.

The next second, seeing Su Qingyan by Wen Chou Chou’s side, Xiang Liu’s eyes lit up,
and she teased with a smile: “Little lady is here, we are really destined, after I take care
of the others, let’s be good. Let’s reminisce.”
When speaking, Xiang Liu looked up and down at Su Qingyan’s charming curves, his
eyes straightened.
After a few days of not seeing him, this Su Qingyan became even more charming.
Swish!
Feeling Xiang Liu’s gaze, Su Qingyan’s face flushed, ashamed and angry. When we
were in the abyss before, I and Liu Ruxue almost fell into Xiang Liu’s trap, but I didn’t
expect that this villain would be so daring and dare to take the initiative to provoke
Haitang Garden.
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He even made fun of himself in front of so many people.
Wen Chou Chou was even more furious, raised his finger and pointed at Xiang Liu and
shouted angrily: “Bold and evil animal, courting death!” After saying that, he raised his
right hand and grasped the long sword tightly, and was about to rush up.
“Palace Master Wen, what’s the use of you to deal with such an arrogant generation?”
However, at this moment, a figure rushed up with an angry face, it was Wei Changhai.
As the altar master of Donghai City, when the enemy came to provoke him, he naturally
had to take the lead.
hum!
In the next second, Wei Changhai’s inner strength exploded, grasping a long knife and
heading straight for Xiangliu.
Wei Changhai’s strength is not weak. At this time, he broke out completely. As he
passed by, the air was distorted, and the momentum was amazing!
“You dare to be presumptuous in front of me? Die!”
Looking at Wei Changhai, who was rushing up, Xiang Liu’s eyes were full of contempt.
After speaking coldly, he raised his hand and waved!
In an instant, a black gas burst out, condensed into a black sword in the air, and met
Wei Changhai. Wei Changhai didn’t have time to dodge at all, and was directly hit by
the black sword.

“Pfft…”
Wei Changhai let out a dull sound, blood spurted out of his mouth, his body was shaken
and flew out, flying more than 100 meters, and finally smashed to the ground, his face
was pale and his breath was sluggish!
Although he didn’t die, he didn’t have the strength to fight again!
What?
Seeing this scene, the Tianmen disciples present couldn’t help gasping for air!
You know, Wei Changhai is not weak, but at this time he burst out with all his strength,
but he couldn’t even catch the opponent’s move?
“Your name is Wen Chou Chou.”
At this moment, Xiang Liu was suspended in mid-air, his eyes locked on Wen Chou
Chou, and his tone was full of contempt: “I heard that you are very famous in the
Kyushu Continent, but in my opinion, you are just a person who seeks fame and fame,
come up and lead to death.”
Mad…
Feeling Xiang Liu’s contempt, Wen Chou Chou was furious, and said coldly, “It’s not
certain who will live and who will die today!” The
voice fell, and a tyrannical aura erupted from Wen Chou Chou’s body. .
Wen Chou Chou knew very well that Xiang Liu in front of him was indeed very strong.
Especially the highly poisonous body on the body makes it hard to guard against, but
how can you be frightened by a wicked animal when you have been in the rivers and
lakes for so many years?
Thinking about it, Wen Chou Chou flew up and went straight to Xiang Liu.
“Brother Wen…”
Su Qingyan, who was next to him, couldn’t help shouting, “I’ll help you.” When the
words fell, Su Qingyan pulled out a long sword, jumped up and rushed into the air,
meeting Wen Chou. Ugly fights Xiangliu together.
“Little lady, you came to join in the fun, do you miss me too much, haha…” Xiang Liu’s
eyes were full of abuse, and he couldn’t help but tease. While talking, he responded to
the attacks of Wen Chou Chou and Su Qingyan.
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In the face of ridicule, Su Qingyan bit her lip tightly and did not respond, but her shots
became more and more severe.
Stab…
Finally, while Xiang Liu was dealing with Wen Chou Chou, Su Qingyan found an
opportunity and stabbed the long sword on Xiang Liu’s shoulder, blood sprayed in an
instant, Xiang Liu snorted and stepped back in the airspace.
Wow….
Seeing this scene, the people below were all excited and couldn’t help cheering.
“Sister-in-law Qingyan stabbed him well…”
“Yes, kill him…”
The shouts from below kept coming, Xiang Liu covered the wound on his shoulder,
instead of turning into anger, he showed a wicked smile.
Kachacha… The
next second, with the sound of bones rubbing against each other, Xiangliu turned into
the shape of a nine-headed giant snake, with a huge body that directly crushed the
surrounding houses, and a terrifying aura filled the world.
hiss!
Seeing this scene, the people who were still cheering and cheering couldn’t help but
gasped and their backs became cold.
This….what is this?
It’s a big snake, and it has nine heads…
At the same time, Wen Chou Chou and Su Qingyan looked at each other, and their
expressions became solemn, because they both knew that Xiang Liu had transformed
back into his real body and burst out. The power is terrifying.
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“Wen Chou Chou, take out your strength and let me see how strong the famous person
in Kyushu is.” At this moment, Xiang Liu shouted, a terrifying force erupted, and the long
snake tail carried A strong wind suddenly swept towards Wen Chou Chou.

Seeing this scene, everyone below couldn’t help but sweat for Wen Chou Chou.
“Brother Wen, be careful…”
Su Qingyan couldn’t help but exclaimed.
The snake tail was as fast as thunder, and Wen Chou Chou was unavoidable at the
time, so he could only do his best to gather the protective layer to resist!
“Boom!”
At the moment when the protective layer was formed, the snake’s tail slammed
violently, and a shock was heard, Wen Chou Chou’s blood spurted out, and his body
was swept away, and finally hit the column in front of the hall. fell heavily.
At the same time, Su Qingyan was also shaken out and fell heavily on the ground, her
face pale and her breath weak.
“Palace Master Wen…”
For a while, several Tianmen disciples rushed up and helped Wen Chou Chou up.
“Let’s go together, kill this enchanting…”
At the same time, the other disciples of the Tianmen around, after they had slowed
down one by one, pulled out their long knives and shouted and rushed towards Xiang
Liu.
However, the strength of these Tianmen disciples was completely vulnerable in front of
Xiang Liu.
Buzz!
Xiang Liu smiled coldly, the snake tail kept swaying, and a terrifying breath burst out,
and he saw that the surrounding air was almost stagnant. Those Tianmen disciples
couldn’t rush in front of them, and were thrown out.
This is completely one-sided crushing.
In less than half a minute, the thousands of Tianmen elite disciples in Haitang Garden
were all severely injured by Xiangliu, and there were less than a hundred of them who
were able to stand up.
bang bang….

At this time, Liu vigorously threw out the snake’s tail, and sent several disciples who
were guarding Wen Chou Chou flying into the air, then changed back into human form,
and smiled at Wen Chou Chou: “Wen Chou Chou, last time I was consumed by the
Kaitian Axe. This time, you won’t have such good luck.”
At this time, Xiangliu could easily kill Wen Chou Chou, but he didn’t want to do it, he had
to torture him first to make Wen Chou Chou It took all the pain to let him die.
“But don’t worry, I won’t kill you directly.” Xiang Liu said coldly, his figure flashed, and he
was in front of Wen Chou Chou.
Wen Chou Chou was injured and could not escape at all.
Click!
I heard a crisp sound, Wen Chou Chou’s ribs were all broken, his body flew out, and
then he hit the door of the hall, his body was covered in blood, it was terrible!
“Brother Wen!”
Seeing this scene, Su Qingyan burst into tears and couldn’t help calling out.
“Whoops!” Xiang Liu looked at Su Qingyan with a face full of surprise, “Why is the little
lady crying? Don’t worry, as long as you promise to be my woman, maybe I will give him
a way out.”
“Shameless!” Su Qingyan was embarrassed and angry.
Wen Chou Chou was also extremely indignant, his voice was hoarse, and he shouted:
“Bastard, you don’t have to be complacent, you will not end well.”
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Swish!
Hearing this, Xiang Liu’s face changed, and a trace of cruelty appeared on the corner of
his mouth: “When death is imminent, you dare to curse me?”
With that, Xiang Liu’s expression was cold, and he walked towards Wen Chou Chou
step by step.
“Palace Master!”
“Don’t want to hurt my Palace Master.”
At this moment, hundreds of disciples of the Hall of Longevity rushed frantically.

These Longevity Hall disciples, who were originally cooperating with Tianmen, were
responsible for guarding the safety of Donghai City.
Seeing that Wen Chou Chou was seriously injured at this time, the disciples of the Hall
of Longevity had blood-red eyes and were burning with anger.
hum.
Seeing the disciples of the Hall of Longevity, a trace of contempt flashed in Xiang Liu’s
eyes, he said something in his mouth, then raised his hand and waved, a powerful
breath burst out from his body, and then formed a green poison in the air.
In an instant, the poison filled the air, and the surrounding vegetation withered in an
instant.
Seeing this scene, Su Qingyan’s pretty face changed, and she couldn’t help exclaiming:
“Be careful, the mist is poisonous.” But it was too late.
Putong,
the poisonous poison spread quickly, and the disciples of the Hall of Longevity didn’t
have time to escape.
Done!
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Seeing this scene, Wen Chou Chou was not only shocked, but also a little desperate.
This Xiangliu’s poison is so poisonous that even the Great Sage can’t handle it.
laugh….
At this moment, Su Qingyan’s delicate face was also full of anxiety and worry, without
any hesitation at that time, her delicate body flew up, and the long sword stabbed
towards Xiang Liu’s back.
This sword contained Su Qingyan’s ten successes, and it could be clearly seen that
where the long sword passed, the air was suddenly torn apart.
“Hehe!”
Feeling the danger behind him, Xiangliu didn’t panic at all. At that time, he laughed
evilly, and the figure escaped like a ghost. Then, he rushed directly in front of Su
Qingyan and raised his hand to hold her long sword. knocked down.

Su Qingyan’s pretty face changed, but before she could react, Xiang Liu quickly tapped
on her a few times and sealed her acupuncture point.
In an instant, Su Qingyan’s delicate body trembled, unable to move at all.
“Beast, let me go.” Su Qingyan bit her lips and drank coldly.
“Hehe…”
Xiang Liuxie smiled, stretched out his finger, and lifted Su Qingyan’s chin, the greed that
could not be concealed in his eyes: “Let you go so that you can kill me?”
Xiang Liu said, After getting closer, she sniffed lightly in front of her, her face full of
intoxication: “Tsk tsk, the little lady is so fragrant, I can’t help it.”
Facing Xiang Liu’s presumptuousness, Su Qingyan’s face flushed, Almost passed out.
Swish.
At the same time, everyone around Wen Chou Chou also changed their expressions.
In the next second, Wen Chou Chou’s eyes were extremely blood-red, staring at Xiang
Liu, and shouting angrily, “Bastard, if you dare to mess around, I will definitely cramp
and peel you.”
Su Qingyan is Yue Feng’s woman, her own younger brother and sister. If it has been
defiled, when Yue Feng returns, how should he explain it?
At the same time, the others also shouted.
“Bold and evil beast, let go of my sister-in-law Qingyan.”
“The evil beast is courting death…”
Everyone shouted angrily, and while yelling, they all wanted to rush over to rescue Su
Qingyan, but just now After inhaling the poisonous mist, they were all sore and weak,
unable to move at all.
hey-hey!
Hearing everyone’s scolding, Xiang Liu was not only not angry, but even more excited.
“Little lady!”
Xiang Liu looked at Su Qingyan up and down, and smiled evilly: “I heard before that
your status in Tianmen is not low, but now it seems that it is true.” After

speaking, Xiang Liu looked around. Everyone: “You care about her chastity, don’t you?
Well, then, I will enjoy the tenderness of the little lady in front of you.” The
last word fell, and Xiang Liu directly hugged Su Qingyan’s waist. , pull it hard.
Su Qingyan exclaimed and slammed into Xiang Liu’s arms. Before she could react, she
was hugged tightly by Xiang Liu.
“Little lady, when I talk to Xiangliu, I want you to be my woman, but you won’t be able to
run away, hehe, but don’t be afraid, I will take good care of you in the future.”
At this time, Xiangliu finished speaking with a smile. He put his mouth up slowly.
Knowing that she couldn’t escape the clutches, Su Qingyan closed her eyes in despair,
tears running down her cheeks.
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Could it be that this is your life?
Su Qingyan could feel the sound of Xiang Liu’s heavy breathing hitting her face.
Yue Feng, come back soon, I was bullied by others, do you know that!
For a time, Su Qingyan burst into tears.
She could feel that Xiang Liu’s lips were about to touch her. I wish I could die
immediately.
“Fuck it, Nima!”
Seeing this scene, Wen Chou Chou also collapsed completely, and couldn’t help
scolding: “Naughty animal, aren’t you going to kill me? Come on, what is it to bully a
woman? You let go. She, let her go…”
Wen Chou Chou has always acted calmly, but when he saw Xiang Liu act so daringly
and wanted to sully Su Qingyan on the spot, he couldn’t help it at all.
At the same time, everyone around was also filled with righteous indignation.
“Let go of my woman!”
At this critical moment, a roar came from the distant sky, resounding across the world!
Looking from a distance, I saw a figure flying quickly in mid-air. His face was cold, and
his whole body was filled with monstrous anger.

It was Yue Feng.
Yue Feng saw that the Haitang Garden in front of him was a mess, and thousands of
Tianmen disciples fell to the ground one by one, dead and wounded.
He also saw that Wen Chou Chou was covered in blood and his breath was weak.
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“Injuring my family, I want you to die!” In the
next second, Yue Feng howled wildly, his figure was like a cannonball, he rushed over
quickly, and slapped Xiang Liu with his palm.
What a powerful force.
Feeling the powerful breath of Yue Feng, Xiang Liu didn’t dare to be slow, and when he
turned his power, he raised his hand and greeted him with a palm.
“Bang!” In the
next second, the palms of the two sides collided, and a loud noise was heard, which
made everyone’s heart tremble. Then, they saw Xiang Liu being shaken back dozens of
steps, and a trace of blood oozing from the corner of his mouth.
Yue Feng’s figure swayed.
Soon, Xiangliu stabilized his figure and locked his eyes firmly on Yue Feng: “Who are
you?” Speaking of which, the two sides have met before, but at that time Yue Feng
pretended to be a god general, so he saw Yue Feng’s true face , Xiang Liu was not
impressed at all. “Qingyan.” Yue
Feng ignored Xiangliu, but turned around, put his arms around Su Qingyan’s waist, took
her into his arms, and whispered, “I’m sorry, I came back late.”
Wind!” Su Qingyan pressed her face tightly to Yue Feng’s heart, tears pouring out, she
felt extremely aggrieved.
Very good!
The wind is back.
At this moment, Wen Chou Chou showed a smile, and everyone around was extremely
excited.

You must know that Yue Feng is an imperial teacher, and it can be said that it is easy to
deal with a monster like Xiang Liu.
“Boy, who are you?” Ignored
by Yue Feng, Xiang Liu was very angry. At this time, he adjusted the churning blood
and asked coldly again.
Yue Feng responded coldly: “Yue Feng.”
After speaking, Yue Feng looked around at the people around him, and noticed that
they were all poisoned, and continued: “You are that Xiang Liu?”
“It’s me.” Xiang Liu had a look on his face proudly.
As he spoke, Xiangliu looked up and down at Yue Feng: “You are Yue Feng? That guy
who is called the hero of Kyushu? I heard that you are very strong, and I have always
wanted to see and see.”
“This little lady is your woman. Hehe…hey, she’s so beautiful, it’s just a waste of money
to follow you, tell you, I’m going to set her up.”
At the end of the sentence, Xiang Liu’s eyes were full of provocation.
Although Yue Feng’s palm was very strong just now, Xiangliu didn’t disdain it at all.
After all, he has lived for thousands of years, and relying on the form of a giant snake,
he can easily crush the opponent.
“You’re courting death.”
Feeling Xiang Liu’s arrogance, Yue Feng’s eyes flashed with cold light, and he said
word by word.
“Hey!”
Xiangliu smiled evilly: “I have lived for thousands of years, and I have been courting
death. Even Emperor Houyi can’t kill me, so what can you do to me? I tell you, I can like
you. It’s your honor, woman.”
Speaking of which, Xiang Liu did not forget to raise his eyebrows at Su Qingyan.
“Fuck it, Nima!”
Facing this blatant provocation, Yue Feng couldn’t help it at all. At that time, he roared
and the figure burst out, coming straight towards Xiang Liu.

The family has always been a taboo for Yue Feng. At this time, when he heard Xiang
Liu’s shameless words, Yue Feng’s real fire was instantly aroused.
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“Fengzi!”
Seeing this situation, Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help shouting: “Be careful, this evil beast
is very insidious.”
At the same time, Su Qingyan and the people around them all raised their hearts. stand
up.
To be honest, Yue Feng has a good chance of winning in an open and honest duel, but
he is afraid that Xiang Liu will use despicable means to plot against him.
Hearing Wen Chou Chou’s reminder, Yue Feng quickly calmed down.
hum!
In the next second, Yue Feng’s divine power exploded, and a golden glow erupted from
his hand.
The golden light ripped apart the world, and the entire sky was dyed golden.
What a powerful force.
Seeing Jin Mang erupting, Xiang Liu, who was proud of his ability, changed his face
instantly. He clearly felt that Yue Feng’s explosive power was more than ten times
stronger than Wen Chou Chou.
Speaking of which, Xiang Liu was sealed in the abyss by Jiutian Xuannv before, and
then he relied on Liu Ruxue’s divine power to unlock the forbidden spell on his body. He
is no stranger to divine power. Reborn, and finally form the body of Xuansheng, the
power it exerts is completely different from ordinary divine power.
In this case, Xiang Liu naturally couldn’t make an accurate judgment.
However, Xiang Liu was very cautious, unable to determine Yue Feng’s strength, and
he didn’t dare to trust him at that time, so he quickly showed his true body.
Kachacha…
Accompanied by the sound of bones rubbing, the huge body of the hydra snake
suddenly appeared in front of Yue Feng.
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I’m going…
Although Yue Feng was prepared, he couldn’t help taking a deep breath when he saw
the behemoth in front of him.
Such a big snake, or nine heads, how many years did it take to achieve such a state?
It was at this time that Jin Mang burst out and slammed into Xiang Liu.
boom!
He heard an earth-shattering roar, dust and smoke spread all around, and Xiang Liu’s
huge body was completely shrouded.
After a while, the dust and smoke dissipated, and I saw Xiangliu’s huge body, standing
on the spot, like a hill, motionless, and there was a mark on the blue-black scales on his
back.
But it’s just a print, and it didn’t hurt the flesh at all.
What?
Seeing this situation, everyone below Wen Chou Chou was stunned and horrified.
The defense of this evil beast is too strong, right?
At the same time, Yue Feng was also taken aback, and the whole person was stunned.
This defensive power is comparable to that of the Shenlong family, but if you think about
it carefully, this spirit snake has been trained for thousands of years, and it is normal to
have such a strong defense.
“Haha…”
Feeling Yue Feng’s astonishment, Xiangliu laughed proudly: “This is the strength of the
heroes of Jiuzhou? That’s all.” The voice fell, and the nine heads opened their mouths
at the same time, biting towards Yue Feng. come over.
Yue Feng didn’t have time to think, and immediately urged his figure to dodge
backwards.
hum!

What Yue Feng didn’t expect was that this was Xiang Liu’s fake move. The real killer
move was the snake’s tail. Yue Feng just stepped back a few dozen meters, and before
he could stabilize his figure, the snake’s tail slammed over.
The tail of the snake was as fast as lightning, and Yue Feng couldn’t dodge in time, so
he had to take a deep breath, urging his divine power to form a protective film around
his body.
boom….
The next second, the snake’s tail slapped Yue Feng fiercely, and there was a dull
sound. Yue Feng spewed blood, and was directly sent flying out, flying over a hundred
meters before falling to the ground.
“Yue Feng!”
“Fengzi…”
Seeing this situation, Wen Chou Chou, Su Qingyan and the others couldn’t help
exclaiming.
Yue Feng quickly stood up, wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth, and then
shook his head at the crowd, saying that he was fine.
“Hahaha…”
It was at this moment that Xiangliu laughed loudly, his eyes full of teasing: “Yue Feng, if
you still have any skills, use them all, don’t die, blame me for not giving you a chance.
“The
voice fell, and the huge body came quickly.
Phew…
Seeing Xiang Liu getting closer and closer, Yue Feng took a deep breath, tried to calm
himself, and then shouted, “Try this.” He raised his hand to condense a ball of fire
towards Xiang Liu. Liu smashed away.
The fireball burns with a purple-red flame, which is formed by the power of the Faye
Red Lotus, which burns everything with infinite power.
“Just a ball of fire, just want to hurt me?”
Xiang Liu looked at the fire ball with contempt, thinking that it was made of ordinary
flames. After making a mockery at the time, the blood basin opened his mouth and
swallowed it directly.

